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Abstract—Concept drift is prevalent in non-stationary data en-
vironments but is rarely researched in image retrieval. Therefore,
more research is needed on image retrieval in non-stationary data
environments so that highly relevant images can still be retrieved
when concept drifts happen. Hashing is a key technique to
allow efficient image retrieval, so incremental hashing technique
emerges in recent years for image retrieval in non-stationary
environments. A state-of-the-art method is Incremental Hashing
(ICH). ICH trains new hash tables on new data without consider-
ing the performance of previous hash tables, so the dependency of
successive hash tables is ignored. To make use of this dependency
in order to improve the performance of image retrieval in non-
stationary environments, Complementary Incremental Hashing
with query-adaptive Re-ranking (CIHR) is proposed in this paper.
CIHR trains multiple hash tables incrementally, one for each data
chunk of images. A new hash table is trained on a new data chunk
of images as well as those images badly hashed by previous hash
tables, thus the new hash table is complementary to the previous
hash tables. To use the hash tables more effectively, a query-
adaptive re-ranking method is used to weight all hash functions
in each hash table according to their retrieval performance with
respect to a given query. Weighted Hamming distance is finally
used to evaluate the similarity between the query and the images
in the database, as the basis of image retrieval. Experimental
results on simulated non-stationary scenarios show that the
proposed CIHR method achieves higher retrieval accuracy than
all methods being compared, thus setting a new state of the art
in image retrieval in non-stationary data environments.
Index Terms—Image Retrieval, Hashing, Non-stationary Envi-
ronment, Concept Drift, Re-ranking.
I. INTRODUCTION
I
MAGE environments in the real world are mostly non-
stationary as new images are constantly being added. For
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example, it has been reported that over 300 million images are
uploaded to the Facebook website every day [1]. With new
images being added, new classes may appear. Moreover, the
data distribution of existing classes may also change. Then,
the problem of concept drift [2], [3] arises, which is common
in non-stationary data environments. Therefore, image retrieval
techniques specifically designed to work in non-stationary data
environments emerge, one of which is image hashing.
Image hashing is an advanced indexing technique which
learns compact hash codes for images. However, most of the
existing hashing methods focus on image retrieval in stationary
environments which cannot adapt to changes in nonstationary
data environments such as concept drift. Moreover, retraining
hash model using whole dataset whenever new data arrives
would be time consuming and impractical for real applications.
Several hashing methods have been proposed recently for
image retrieval in non-stationary data environments, such as
Online Kernel-based Hashing (OKH) [4]. However, most of
them only assume that data arrive in database consecutively
without considering the changes in (class-specific) data dis-
tribution, i.e. concept drift. ICH is the only multi-table based
image hashing method that deals with image retrieval in non-
stationary data environment with concept drift, where hash
tables are trained iteratively as data chunks arrive consec-
utively. However, in ICH, multiple hash tables are trained
incrementally and independently. The similarity information
between some pairs of images may not be preserved well by
their hash codes, i.e., the similarity of images does not agree
with their similarity by their hash codes in terms of their labels;
thus these images are badly hashed. These images are not re-
hashed in the subsequent training of new hash tables, thus the
risk of image retrieval performance being lowered.
We hypothesis the badly hashed images should be re-
hashed in subsequent training of new hash tables to improve
image retrieval performance. Consequently, successive hash
tables become dependent. To address this dependency issue, a
new incremental hashing method, Complementary Incremental
Hashing with query-adaptive Re-ranking (CIHR), is proposed
in this paper. When a new chunk of images arrives, a new
hash table (consisting of multiple hash functions) is trained
based on the newest data chunk as well as those images badly
hashed by previous hash tables. In this way, the new hash table
is complementary to previous hash tables. It corrects errors
caused by previous hash tables and preserves the similarity
information in the newest data chunk in new hash functions.
For a given query, some hash functions may generate more
discriminative hash codes than others. Therefore, a query-






























































TABLE I: Commonly used symbols List
i, j, r, b, k Index variables wkb Projection vector of the b
th hash function in the kth hash table
x An image feature vector WT One set of hash functions at time t = T
t Serial number of time unit hb(xi) Hash value of the bth hash function for image xi
D
T Data chunk appears at time t = T Ib(xi) Hash bit value of the bth hash function for image xi
d Dimensionality of an image feature vector H(xi, xj) Accumulated Hamming distance between images xi and xj
ND Number of images in one data chunk A Evaluated similarity matrix
D
T
l Labeled image set in D
T
S True similarity matrix
Nl Number of labeled images in one data chunk E(xi) Errors related to image xi
G
T Badly hashed image set selected at time t = T '+ Similar image pair set
n Number of badly hashed images selected '  Dissimilar image pair set
X
T
l Labeled images in training set at time t = T  i Similarity consistency of the i
th hash table
X
T Training set at time t = T fi(xj , xr) Hamming distance between images xj and xr using the ith hash table
l Number of labeled images in training set  i Hash code variance of the ith hash table
K Number of hash tables employed  b Variance of the bth hash bit
B Number of hash functions in one hash table vi Weight of the ith hash table
⌦T The multi-hashing system generated at time t = T d(xq , wb) Euclidean distance between image xq to the bth hash hyperplane
↵s Threshold parameter for similar images  (xq , wkb ) Query-adaptive weight for image xq to hash function w
k
b
↵d Threshold parameter for dissimilar images HF (xq , xi) Weighted Hamming distance between image xq and xi
adaptive re-ranking method is also proposed in this paper.
A query-adaptive weight is calculated for each hash function
according to the distance between the query and the hash
hyperplane implied by a hash function. Final Hamming dis-
tances between a query and candidate images are weighted by
combining weighs of hash tables and query-adaptive weighs
of hash functions. Commonly used symbols in this paper are
listed in Table I.
Contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• A novel incremental hashing method which trains com-
plementary hash tables for non-stationary data environ-
ment is proposed. New complementary hash table is
trained incrementally with badly hashed images by pre-
vious hash tables. Moreover, hash tables cannot adapt to
current data environment will be removed.
• A query-adaptive re-ranking method is proposed in this
paper. Query-adaptive weights for all hash functions in
each hash table are computed according to the location
of the query with respect to hash hyperplanes. Weighted
Hamming distances between the query and candidate
images are computed to evaluate their similarities.
• The proposed method and comparative methods are eval-
uated on simulated non-stationary scenarios. In all non-
stationary scenarios, the proposed method achieves supe-
rior performance over other state-of-the-art non-stationary
hashing methods consistently.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, related
works are introduced. The proposed method is described in
detail in Section III. Section IV shows and discusses experi-
mental results of the proposed method and other comparative
methods on simulated non-stationary scenarios. We conclude
the paper in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
Hashing methods learn hash functions to project the original
data into the low dimensional Hamming space with similarity
preserved. According to whether semantic information is used
for training, hashing methods can be generally categorized into
three types: unsupervised, supervised, and semi-supervised
hashing methods. Moreover, a few non-stationary hashing
methods are also proposed in recent years to handle the image
retrieval task in non-stationary environments, which is also the
target problem issued in this paper. These methods will be also
elaborated in this section.
A. Hashing Methods for Stationary Environments
The unsupervised hashing methods learn hash functions
without using the label of images. The Locality Sensitive
Hashing [5] and its variants, such as SKLSH [6], KLSH [7],
and LSH for Chi2 distance [8], are representative unsupervised
methods which generate hash functions randomly. Spectral
Hashing [9], [10] generates compact hash codes for images by
solving the problem of graph partitioning. Spherical Hashing
[11] employs hash hyperspheres rather than hyperplanes as
hash functions. The unsupervised visual hashing with semantic
assistant [12] extracts semantic similarity information from
the related documents of images to train hash functions.
Unsupervised local feature Hashing [13] generates hash code
of images by bilinear projection based on the local feature
of images. By utilizing the sparse reconstructive relationship
of data, hash functions are trained in the Special Structure-
based Hashing [14]. Sparse Hashing with Optimized Anchor
Embedding [15] selects optimal anchor points for the sparse
representation of images in Hamming space. Distributed graph
hashing is proposed in [16] which learns hash functions in
a distributed manner. Anchor Graph Hashing (AGH) [17]






























































utilizes the anchor graph of data to directly approximate the
adjacency matrix and build graph Laplacians. Manhattan hash-
ing (MH) [18] encodes each hash projections with multiple
hash bits for hash quantization to preserve the neighborhood
structure information of data in original feature space. Both
AGH and MH generate multiple hash bits for each hash
projections. There are also some retrieval methods employing
re-ranking and query-adaptive techniques to further improve
their retrieval performance [19]–[24]. A web image search
re-ranking approach is proposed in [19] to explore multiple
modalities in a graph-based learning scheme. A cross-modality
image search scheme [20] projects concept prototypes and
image features to the latent semantic space to minimize the
semantic gap. The query-adaptive hash code ranking method
[21] generates query-adaptive weight and uses weighted Ham-
ming distance for final similarity evaluation. The bit selection
hashing method [22], [24] selects optimal hash bit combination
from various hash bits to generate the compact hash code.
However, these query-adaptive hashing methods generally
need to find nearest samples to each query in advance for
query-adaptive weighting, which are time consuming for real
applications.
Supervised hashing methods utilize label information of
images to improve the semantic retrieval performance. Spectral
Hashing with semantically consistent graph [25] learns hash
codes by optimizing the graph Laplacian directly, without
using Euclidean distance to construct the graph Laplacian.
Nonlinear Discrete Hashing [26] generates compact hash
codes for images in database by employing a nonlinear neu-
ral network with multiple layers. Multimodal Discriminative
Binary Embedding [27] trains different sets of hash function-
s for each type of data and generates discriminative hash
codes. Supervised Matrix Factorization Hashing [28] trains
hash projection matrix for each modal of data by considering
both the semantic similarity relationship and local geometric
structure information. Spectral Multimodal Hashing [29] only
utilizes similar pair of data in different models for the training.
Recent years have also witnessed the emergence of deep
hashing methods which learns compact hash codes based on
high-level features of images. Deep supervised hashing [30]
learns hash codes based on the similarity information of image
pairs. Another deep hashing method is proposed in [31] which
learns instance-aware representations for multi-labeled images
and generates multiple pieces of hash codes for each image.
Triplet-based deep hashing [32] learns discriminative hash
codes based on the relative similarity information between
heterogeneous data for cross-modal retrieval.
Semi-supervised hashing methods trains hash functions
based on partially labeled database. The Sequential Projection
Learning Hashing [33] trains hash functions sequentially.
Each hash function is learned by increasing the weights of
wrongly predicted image pairs by its previous hash function.
In Bootstrap Sequential Projection Learning Hashing (BSPLH)
[34], each hash function is trained by correcting the error
caused by all previous hash functions holistically. Based on
Complementary Hashing [35], the Dual Complementary Hash-
ing (DCH) method [36] trains complementary hash functions
and hash tables simultaneously. A drawback of the DCH is
that correctly predicted image pairs will not be used for the
following training of next hash tables. To address this issue,
BBSHR [37] is proposed which keeps correctly predicted
image pairs and increases the weights of badly predicted image
pairs for training.
B. Existing Non-stationary Hashing Methods
Most of current hashing methods retrieve relevant images in
a stationary database, while the data environment in real world
is usually non-stationary. New appearing images may cause
changes of the data distribution of existing classes. Images
of new classes may also appear. In the non-stationary data
environment, the performance of stationary hashing methods
would degrade, since they cannot update hash table according
to the new appearing data. In recent years, image retrieval
problem in non-stationary data environment has attracted more
and more attentions. Several non-stationary hashing methods
have been proposed.
The OKH method [4] updates hash functions based on
pairs of images appearing over time with their similarity
information. The Online Supervised Hashing [38] updates hash
functions with newly appearing labeled data by using Error
Correcting output codes. In [39], adaptive Hashing updates
hash functions based on stochastic gradient descent with pairs
of images appearing over time. MIHash [40] employs the
mutual information between similarity and Hamming distance
distributions as the objective function for the training of hash
functions. The OSH [41] method learns hash functions based
on the sketch of database, which could be updated dynamically
with new data appearing over time. Based on the OSH method,
OSSH is proposed in [42] which learns hash functions based
on a semantic graph. Based on the OKH method, the OH
method [43] is proposed which updates hash functions by
minimizing the prediction loss function. The IBL method [44]
trains new hash functions over time and selects optimal set
of hash functions according to the current data environment.
The Incremental Hashing (ICH) [3] employs a multi-hashing
system which contains multiple hash tables and corresponding
weights. Whenever new chunk of data appears, the multi-
hashing system in ICH will be updated.
Incremental Hashing is the only existing semi-supervised
non-stationary hashing method which employs multiple hash
tables for image retrieval with concept drift happening. How-
ever, hash tables in the multi-hashing system of ICH are
trained independently. The badly hashed images by the pre-
vious hash tables will be ignored for the training of new
hash table, but they are still used as candidate images for the
following retrieval. Therefore, in this paper, Complementary
Incremental Hashing method with query-adaptive Re-ranking
(CIHR) is proposed which trains complementary hash tables
for retrieval in the non-stationary data environment. The badly
hashed images by previous hash tables will be used to form
the training set of new hash table. Moreover, in ICH, the
hash tables are weighted only, while different hash functions
actually contribute differently to the similarity evaluation for a
given query. In this paper, a query-adaptive re-ranking method
is also introduced to weight all hash functions in the multi-
hashing system to further improve retrieval accuracy.






























































III. COMPLEMENTARY INCREMENTAL HASHING WITH
QUERY-ADAPTIVE RE-RANKING
The complementary incremental hashing method with
query-adaptive re-ranking (CIHR) consists of three parts:
badly hashed images selection, multi-hashing system training
and weighting, and query-adaptive re-ranking, which will
be introduced in the following subsections sequentially. The
overview of CIHR at time t = T is shown in Figure 1, which
consists of both training procedures and retrieval procedures.
Before a new data chunk appears at time t = T , a set of
badly hashed image has already been selected based on the
existing multi-hashing system in CIHR. This badly hashed
image set is combined with the new data chunk to build the
training set for a new hash table. The multi-hashing system
in CIHR consisting of both hash tables and corresponding
weights is then updated. Finally, based on the current updated
multi-hashing system in CIHR, new badly hashed image set
is selected for training in the next time unit. In retrieval
procedures, for a given query, the query-adaptive weight for
each hash function is computed according to the location of
the query with respect to each hash hyperplane. Weighted
Hamming distances between this query and all candidate
images in the database are then computed. Images yielding the
smallest Hamming distances are returned as the final retrieval
results.
Fig. 1: The overview of CIHR at time t=T .
In the rest of this section, we firstly introduce how to
select the badly hashed images by previous hash tables in
subsection III-A. Then, the training and weighting methods
of individual hash table in CIHR are introduced in subsection
III-B. Subsection III-C describes the query-adaptive re-ranking
method proposed in this paper.
A. Selection Method for Badly Hashed Images by Previous
Hash Tables
Without loss of generality, assume that there is a new data
chunk appearing at each time unit, with same number of
images totally and same number of labeled images. The data
chunk appearing at time t = T is denoted as DT 2 Rd⇥ND ,
where d and ND denote the dimensionality of the image
feature vector and number of images in this data chunk,
respectively. Let DTl 2 Rd⇥Nl denotes the labeled image set
in DT , where Nl denotes the number of labeled images. At
time t = T , the badly hashed image set GT 1 2 Rd⇥n is
selected at the beginning and combined with the newest data
chunk DT to form the training set XT , where n denotes the
number of badly hashed images selected at each time unit.
The training set XT is used for the training of the newest
hash table. Since all images in GT 1 are labeled, the labeled
image set XTl in X
T contains both the badly hashed image







where XTl 2 Rd⇥l, l = Nl + n. The multi-hashing system of
CIHR generated at time T is denoted as ⌦T .
Assume at time t = T   1, a new hash table is trained
based on the training set XT 1 with labeled image subset
XT 1l . This new hash table is finally added into the multi-
hashing system, which contains K hash tables in total. Each
hash table contains B hash functions. The hash value of the




where sgn(·) and wb denote the sign function and projection
vector of the bth hash function, respectively. w0b denotes the
transpose of the projection vector. Since the value of sign
function belongs to { 1,1}, to transfer hash value into binary
hash bit, the hash bit value of the bth hash function for an




(1 + hb(xi)) (2)
Two similar images are expected to have small Hamming
distance, while two dissimilar images should have large Ham-
ming distance. If the similarity relationships between one
image and many of other images are evaluated wrongly based
on their Hamming distances, this image are regarded as badly
hashed by these hash tables. To judge whether the similarity
relationship between two images are evaluated correctly, the
label information is required. Therefore, the labeled image
subset, i.e. XT 1l , in the training set X
T 1, is utilized for
selecting badly hashed images based on previous hash tables.
The Hamming distances between any two images in XT 1l
are computed, based on the multiple hash tables in ⌦T 1. To
evaluate the similarity relationship between two images based
on the existing K hash tables, the accumulated Hamming
distance between two images xi and xj in XT 1l based on





































































where H(·, ·) and   denote the Hamming distance function
between two images and the XOR operation between two bi-
nary hash bits, respectively. In Eq. (3), the Hamming distance
is computed without using the weights of hash tables. The
reason is that weights of hash tables are generated according
to their performance to the current data environment, while
the Hamming distance in Eq. (3) is used to evaluate whether
the images are partitioned correctly by the original hash
hyperplanes. Thus, accumulated Hamming distance between
any two labeled images in XT 1l is computed without using
weights of hash tables.
According to the Hamming distance computed between any
two images in XT 1l , the similarity relationship of any two
images can be evaluated. Two images are judged as similar, if
their Hamming distance is smaller than a threshold Hamming
distance. If the Hamming distance between two images is
larger than another threshold Hamming distance, they are
judged as dissimilar. We set two parameters ↵s and ↵d for two
threshold Hamming distances, where 0 < ↵s < ↵d < 1. For
two images with Hamming distance between two threshold
Hamming distances, it is difficult to judge their similarity
relationship. Thus, the similarity relationship between these
images are not evaluated in the proposed method. Let the
matrix A 2 Rl⇥l records the evaluated similarity relationships






1, H(xi, xj)  ↵s ·KB
 1, H(xi, xj)   ↵d ·KB
0, ↵s ·KB  H(xi, xj)  ↵d ·KB
(4)
Moreover, according to the labels of images in XT 1l , the
true similarity relationship between any two images can be
obtained. If two images share the same label, they are regarded
as similar. Otherwise, they are dissimilar. In this way, the true




1, xi and xj are similar
 1, xi and xj are dissimilar
(5)
By comparing the evaluated similarity relationship matrix A
with the true similarity relationship matrix S, the badly hashed
labeled images can be selected. For one image xi, the ith
row vector in matrix A, denoted as Ai, records the evaluated
pairwise similarity relationships between this image and all
other labeled images in XT 1l . Similar, the i
th row vector
in S, denoted as Si, records the true similarity relationships.
As aforementioned, if the similarity relationships between xi
and many of other images are evaluated wrongly based on
their Hamming distances comparing to the true similarity
relationships, this image is regarded as badly hashed. Thus,
the errors related to the image xi caused by the existing multi-
hashing system ⌦T 1 can be computed as follows:
E(xi) = ||Ai   Si||1 (6)
where E(·) and || · ||1 denote the error function for one image,
and the `1 norm function, respectively. Finally, n images with
largest error value in XT 1l are selected to form the badly
hashed image set GT 1. This labeled database will be utilized
at time t = T to be combined with the newest data chunk to
form the labeled training set XTl . Specially, at time t = 0,
since there is no old data existing, badly hashed image set is
regarded as empty set.
B. Training and Weighting of Hash Tables in CIHR
At time t = T , with the already selected badly hashed image
set GT 1, the training set XT is generated and used to train a
new hash table by BSPLH [34]. For simplify, the superscript
time T is ignored in rest of this subsection. The hash functions
are trained by maximizing the objective function as follows:
max
W
tr(W 0XlSXlW ) +  tr(W
0XX 0W ) (7)
where W , tr(·), and   denote the hash functions in the hash
table, trace function, and the parameter of the regularization
term, respectively. In Eq. 7, the first term denotes the empirical
accuracy according to the semantic information, which maxi-
mizes the information contained in each hash bit. The second
term is a regularizer used to control overfitting.
In CIHR, a multi-hashing system is employed, which con-
tains K hash tables and their corresponding weights. After
the new hash table being trained, the weights of all K + 1
hash tables are computed, which is similar to the idea in [3].
Each hash table is weighted according to their performance
to the newest data chunk which represents the current data
environment. Two aspects of performance of each hash table
are taken into consideration, i.e. the Similarity Consistency
(SC) and Hash Code Variance (HCV). For an ideal hash
table, images sharing the same label are supposed to have
small Hamming distance. Images belonging to different classes
are dissimilar and supposed to have large Hamming distance.
Let fi(xj , xr) denote the Hamming distance between two
images xj and xr using the ith hash table in the multi-hashing
system. Then the Similarity Consistency of the ith hash table







fi(xj , xr) (8)
where '+ and '  denote the similar and dissimilar image
pair set, respectively. Moreover, each hash table contains B
hash functions. Each hash function can be regarded as a hash
hyperplane that partitions the original data feature space into
two parts. According to information theory, the entropy of
one hash bit is maximized when the hyperplane partitions the
original database in balance. In this case, the variance of this
hash bit is maximized as well. For the ith hash table, its Hash






where  b denotes the variance of the bth hash bit. Both of the
above two weights are normalized to [0, 1]. Then, the final






























































weight vi of the ith hash table is the product of these two
aspects of weights, represented as follows:
 i =  i i (10)
Details of training procedures are shown in Figure 2. The
blocks in this figure with blue or green color represent state
of the system at time t = T   1 or T , respectively. The
serial numbers of 1 to 4 in Figure 2 correspond to the steps
in training procedures of CIHR shown in Figure 1. Firstly,
with the set of previously selected badly hashed images GT 1
and the new appearing data chunk DT , a training set XT
is generated at time t = T by combining GT 1 and DT .
Secondly, a new set of hash functions WT0 is learned with its
weight vT0 computed using XT . Thirdly, the existing multi-
hashing system ⌦T 1 is updated to be ⌦T by removing the
hash table yielding the least weight and adding the new learned
hash table. Finally, the badly hashed image set GT is selected
based on the Pairwise similarity matrix S and the evaluated
similarity matrix A for the training in the next time unit.
Fig. 2: Training procedures of CIHR at time t=T .
C. Query-Adaptive Re-ranking Method
In the CIHR method, hash tables in the multi-hashing
system are firstly weighted according to their performance to
the current data environment, as aforementioned. Moreover,
for a given query, the performances of different hash functions
in multiple hash tables are also different.
Note that Hamming distance is finally utilized to eval-
uate the similarity, which counts the number of different
bits between two hash codes. In other words, the difference
between two hash codes of images is computed to evaluate
the difference between two images. For one hash function, if
two images located on the different sides of the hyperplane,
their corresponding hash bits are different, and contribute 1
Hamming distance to the final Hamming distance. For hash
hyperplanes which are very close to the query, the similar
(neighbor) images of the query could be partitioned in another
side of this hash hyperplane. But for the hash hyperplanes
which are far away to the query, if an image is located in
the different side of the hyperplane to the query, this image
must be also far from the query, which is dissimilar to the
query. Based on this knowledge, the difference of hash bits
caused by the hyperplanes, which are far to the query, is
more convincing to compute the final Hamming distance as
the difference between images.
Fig. 3: Similar and dissimilar image to the query with same
Hamming distance.
As shown in Figure 3(a), the query image xq is close to
the image x1, but farther to the image x2. There are two hash
hyperplanes h1 and h2, where h1 is very close to the query
image xq but h2 is not. Since the hash hyperplane h1 is very
close the query image xq , the neighbor x1 is partitioned in the
different sides of the query xq . This shows that the Hamming
distance caused by this bit may be not strong enough to reflect
the difference between two images. However, for the hash
hyperplane h2, if one image is located at the different side
of the query image xq , then the difference of this hash bit is
more convincing to denote the difference between two images.
In Figure 3(b), the Hamming distance between xq and x1 is
1, due to the difference of the first bit, which is generated
by the hash function h1. The Hamming distance between xq
and x2 is also 1, due to the second bit, which is generated
by the hash function h2. In fact, x1 is very relevant to xq ,
while x2 is not. This figure shows that the Hamming distance
caused by the hash hyperplane which is farther to the query
is more convincing and more valuable, comparing to the hash
hyperplanes which are close to the query image. Therefore, for
a given query xq , the Euclidean distance between one query




= xq · wb (11)
where d(·, ·), || · ||, and xq ·wb denotes the Euclidean distance
function between image feature vector to one hash hyperplane,
the norm of hash vector, and the dot product between the
feature vector and norm vector of the hash hyperplane, respec-
tively. Distances between the query to all hash hyperplanes in
each hash table of the multi-hashing system are computed. Let
dmax and dmin denote the maximum and minimum distance
values. The query-adaptive weight for the query xq to the bth





d(xq, wkb )  dmin
dmax   dmin
(12)






























































where  (xq, ·) denotes the query-adaptive weight for a given
query to one hash function. With weights for hash tables and
query-adaptive weight for the query to each hash function, the
final weighted Hamming distance between the query xq to a
candidate image in the database is computed as follows:










b (xq) Ikb (xi))} (13)
Finally, the candidate images in the database with smallest
weighted Hamming distance to the query are returned as the
final retrieval results.
At time t = T , the training in CIHR mainly consists of three
steps: 1) training new hash functions; 2) updating weights of
hash tables; 3) selecting badly hashed images. Time complex-
ities of these three steps are O(NDBd2+Bdl2), O(KNDB+
KBdl2), and O(Bdl2), respectively. Thus, the time complex-
ity of training procedures in CIHR is O(NDBd2 +KBdl2).
For a given query image, retrieval procedures for CIHR mainly
consist of two steps: 1) computing query-adaptive weights; 2)
computing weighted Hamming distances between query image
and candidate images in database. Time complexities of these
two steps are O(KdB) and O(KdBNDT ). The final time
complexity of retrieval procedures in CIHR is O(KdBNDT ).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The contents in this section are organized as follows. The
basic settings in our experiments are introduced in Section
IV-A. Section IV-B introduces the simulation methods for
new class appearing scenarios, and shows the experimental
results. The simulation methods for data distribution drifting
scenarios and corresponding experimental results are shown in
Section IV-C. Section IV-D shows the simulation methods of
three more complicated combined scenarios and experimental
results. In Section IV-E, experimental results on three non-
stationary scenarios without concept drift are shown. Section
IV-F shows the improvements of the CIHR comparing to
the original ICH, and two simply modified versions of the
stationary hashing methods. The values of parameters in CIHR
are selected in Section IV-G.
A. Basic Settings of the Experiments
Four real world image databases, i.e. CIFAR-10, MNIST,
CIFAR-100 and CACD, are utilized in our experiments to
simulate non-stationary scenarios with concept drift problem.
Two concept drift situations are considered in our experiments:
new class appearing and data distribution drifting. There are
6 scenarios for new class appearing, 6 scenarios for data
distribution drifting, and 3 scenarios for more complicated
combined scenarios. These non-stationary data scenarios have
been uploaded for public use1. The CIFAR-10 and MNIST
databases are commonly used image databases and utilized to
simulate the new class appearing scenarios. The CIFAR-100
and CACD are utilized to simulate scenarios for data distribu-
tion drifting. The CIFAR-10 database consists of 60, 000 real
1https://pan.baidu.com/s/15–vAlxe5Gbxwbd5roLFtA
world color images, with 32 ⇥ 32 pixels each. These images
belong to 10 classes evenly. Each image is described by a 512-
dimension GIST feature vector. The MNIST database consists
of 70, 000 grayscale handwritten digital images belonging
to 10 classes, i.e. 0, 1, . . . , 9. Each image has 28 ⇥ 28
pixels and is described by a 784-dimension feature vector
(pixels). The CIFAR-100 database consists of 60, 000 real
world color images belonging to 100 classes. Moreover, these
100 classes (a.k.a. subclass) can be further grouped into 20
superclasses evenly. Each image has 32 ⇥ 32 pixels and is
represented as a 512-dimension GIST feature vector. The
Cross-Age Celebrity Dataset (CACD) [45] consists of 163, 446
face images belonging to 2, 000 celebrities. Face images of
each celebrity are drawn from the period of 10 years. In our
experiments, we first regularize the size of each face images.
Then the Multi-task CNN method (MTCNN) [46] is employed
for face alignment. Each face image is finally represented by
a 128-dimension feature vector, based on the FaceNet [47].
An open-source implementation of FaceNet2 is utilized in our
experiments (model 20170512-110547).
In our experiments, we compare the CIHR method with
representative hashing methods, which contains stationary
hashing methods, i.e. LSH, SH, SPLH, BSPLH, and non-
stationary hashing methods, i.e. OKH, OSH, ICH, OH, IBL.
The SPLH and BSPLH are representative stationary semi-
supervised hashing methods. Moreover, the CIHR method also
employs BSPLH method to train individual hash tables, which
makes BSPLH very related to the work in this paper. The
LSH and SH are representative unsupervised hashing methods.
They are used as the baseline methods in our experiments. The
OKH and OH are supervised online hashing methods which
updates hash functions based on new appearing image pairs
with their pairwise similarities. The OSH is an unsupervised
online hashing method. The ICH and the IBL are the only
two existing hashing methods that try to solve the image
retrieval problem in non-stationary data environments with
concept drift, which is also the problem we intend to solve
in this paper. The parameters in all comparative methods
are selected according to the original papers or the publicly
released official codes. For the proposed CIHR method, we
set K = 5, B = 64, n = 100, ↵s = 0.1, and ↵d = 0.9 in
all experiments. For the supervised online hashing methods,
i.e. OKH and OH, the labels of all images in the data chunk
are utilized for training. Moreover, all experiments on non-
stationary scenarios are repeated 10 times to get the average
performance as the final experimental results.In this paper,
we evaluate the retrieval performance of hashing methods
according to their Top 100 precision and Top 1% precision
[3], [44] based on the semantic groundtruth.
B. New Class Appearing Scenario
There are 6 non-stationary scenarios are simulated for new
class appearing in our experiments, based on two real world
image databases, i.e. CIFAR-10 and MNIST. Both of two
databases contain 10 classes. In our experiments, there 21
chunks of data are generated for the period t = 0 ⇠ 20. At
2https://github.com/davidsandberg/facenet






























































TABLE II: Settings of 6 simulated scenarios for new class appearing.
Database 0  t  5 t   6 Scenario name
CIFAR-10
5 original appearing classes 5 original appearing classes and 1 newly appearing class CIFAR10 1
Same as above 5 original appearing classes and 3 newly appearing classes CIFAR10 3
Same as above 5 original appearing classes and 5 newly appearing classes CIFAR10 5
MNIST
5 original appearing classes 5 original appearing classes and 1 newly appearing class MNIST 1
Same as above 5 original appearing classes and 3 newly appearing classes MNIST 3
Same as above 5 original appearing classes and 5 newly appearing classes MNIST 5
(a) CIFAR10 1 (b) CIFAR10 3 (c) CIFAR10 5
(d) MNIST 1 (e) MNIST 3 (f) MNIST 5
Fig. 4: Top 100 precision on 6 new class appearing scenarios.
(a) CIFAR10 1 (b) CIFAR10 3 (c) CIFAR10 5
(d) MNIST 1 (e) MNIST 3 (f) MNIST 5
Fig. 5: Top 1% precision on 6 new class appearing scenarios.
each time unit, a new data chunk appears. Meanwhile, a series
of test data chunk are also generated in the same manner. Each
chunk of new appearing data and test set consists of 1, 000
images. For the new appearing data chunk, 100 images in it
are labeled. To simulate the situation new class appearing, 5
of 10 classes are randomly selected as the original appearing
classes since the time t = 0. Images in the chunk of new
appearing data and test set are randomly selected in these 5
classes without replacement. Then, since time t = 6, images
belonging to several (i.e. 1, 3, 5) new class(es) appear. Images
used to generate data chunks are randomly selected in both
the original appearing classes and new appearing class(es).
The settings of 6 simulated scenarios for new class appearing
are shown in Table II.
The experimental results of the CIHR method and other
comparative methods are shown in Figure 4 and 5. According
to Figure 4 and 5, there is significant performance drop at
time t = 6, when the images of new classes appear. The
stationary hashing methods, such as the LSH, SH and BSPLH,
cannot adapt to the non-stationary data environment. Thus,






























































TABLE III: Settings of 6 simulated scenarios for data distribution drifting.
Database t = 0 t   1 Scenario name
CIFAR-100
20 superclasses Subclasses changes according to Figure 7. CIFAR100 20
15 superclasses Same as above CIFAR100 15
10 superclasses Same as above CIFAR100 10
Same as above Subclasses of 6 superclasses changes according to Figure 7. CIFAR100 10 6
Same as above Subclasses of 3 superclasses changes according to Figure 7. CIFAR100 10 3
CACD All images with relative age equal 0 Data chunks with different relative ages appear according to Figure 9. CACD
their performances are the worst comparing to other non-
stationary hashing methods. The online hashing methods, i.e.
OKH, OSH, and OH, could update hash functions according to
the new appearing data. They achieve higher retrieval accuracy.
However, the OKH and OH updates hash functions based
on pairs of new appearing data. For a chunk of data with
1, 000 images, hash functions are updated 500 times. Only 500
pairwise similarities between images are utilized for training.
The OSH is unsupervised and updates hash functions based
on the data distributions only. Therefore, their performance is
worse than the ICH and the IBL methods. The CIHR employs
complementary multiple hash tables with query-adaptive re-
ranking, which achieves the optimal retrieval performance.
Fig. 6: Drifting of the five subclasses for the superclass Trees.
Fig. 7: Appearance ratio of five subclasses for one superclass
in each data chunk over time.
C. Data Distribution Drifting Scenarios
There are 6 non-stationary scenarios are simulated for the
situation data distribution drifting based on two image databas-
es, i.e. CIFAR-100 and CACD. The CIFAR-100 database
contains images belonging to 100 subclasses, which can
be further grouped into 20 superclasses. For example, the
superclass Trees consists of five subclasses, i.e. maple, oak,
palm, pine, and willow, as shown in Figure 6. By controlling
the appearance ratio of subclasses in data chunks over time
as shown in Figure 7, which is similar to [3] [44], the
data distribution drifting of superclasses can be simulated.
5 scenarios are simulated based on CIFAR-100. The first 3
scenarios employ different number (i.e. 20, 15, and 10) of
superclasses since time t = 0, where the appearances ratio
of subclasses are controlled over time as shown in Figure
7. The other two scenarios randomly select images from 10
superclasses, where the appearance ratio of subclasses in only
several (i.e. 6 and 3) superclasses change over time. 21 data
chunks are generated for the period t = 0 ⇠ 20, which contain
1, 000 images each. 100 images in each chunk are set labeled.
Moreover, at each time unit, a test set containing 1, 000 images
is also generated in the same manner of the new appearing data
chunk.
Fig. 8: Data distribution drifting in face images for one
celebrity with different ages.
Fig. 9: Relative ages of face images in each data chunk over
time.
The face images appearing consecutively with growing age
can also be viewed as the data distribution case. The Cross-
Age Celebrity Dataset (CACD) is utilized in our experi-
ments to simulate the situation data distribution drifting. This
database contains 163, 446 images of 2, 000 celebrities. For
each celebrity, face images are taken in consecutive ten years.
Several samples are shown in Figure 8. For convenience, a
feature called relative age is introduced for this database. The






























































(a) CIFAR100 20 (b) CIFAR100 15 (c) CIFAR100 10
(d) CIFAR100 10 6 (e) CIFAR100 10 3 (f) CACD
Fig. 10: Top 100 precision on 6 scenarios for data distribution drifting.
(a) CIFAR100 20 (b) CIFAR100 15 (c) CIFAR100 10
(d) CIFAR100 10 6 (e) CIFAR100 10 3 (f) CACD
Fig. 11: Top 1% precision on 6 scenarios for data distribution drifting.
relative age of face images taken in the first year equals 0.
The relative age of images taken in the second year is 1, and
so on. In this way, the relative age of all face images in the
database varies from 0 to 9. All images with relative age 0
are used to form the first data chunk at time t = 0, to make
sure that there is no new celebrity appear afterwards. Two data
chunks are generated for each relative age value. Thus, there
are 18 chunks generated after time t = 0. Each data chunk
consists of 4, 000 images, in which 2, 000 images are labeled.
Moreover, a test set containing 1, 000 images is also generated
at each time unit with age changing in the same manner. The
relative ages of face images in each data chunk over time are
shown in Figure 9. The settings of 6 non-stationary scenarios
for data distribution drifting are summarized in Table III.
The experimental results of the hashing methods on 6 non-
stationary scenarios for data distribution drifting are shown
in Figure 10 and 11. For the five scenarios based on the
CIFAR-100 database, the Top 1% precision of all hashing
methods degrades over time due to the data distribution
drifting problem. However, the degrees of degrade on the
CIFAR100 10 6 and CIFAR100 10 3 scenarios, are visibly
lighter than those on the CIFAR100 20, CIFAR100 15 and
CIFAR100 10 scenarios. The reason is that fewer superclass-
es drift in CIFAR100 10 3 and CIFAR100 10 6 scenarios,
comparing to the first three scenarios. Moreover, all hashing
methods achieve local optimal performance at time t = 3,
8, 13, and 18, when one new subclass has higher appearance
ratio than the previous major subclass. In all five scenarios,
CIHR achieves best performance comparing to other hashing
methods. For the CACD scenario, both top 100 precision and
top 1% precision have a significant raise at time t = 1. That
is because the number of each celebrity at time t = 0 is much
smaller than 100 and 1% of the total amount of all images
stored. Thus with relevant images increase over time, more
relevant images are returned with smallest Hamming distances.
The retrieval performances of online hashing methods OKH
and OH are not satisfying. The reason is that these two meth-
ods update hash functions according to each new appearing
data pairs with their similarity. For example, with a data chunk
contacting 100 labeled images, only 50 pairwise similarities
are utilized for updating hash functions, while the CIHR could
use C2100 pairwise similarities for training. Thus OKH and






























































TABLE IV: Settings of 3 simulated scenarios for combined situations
Database 0  t  20 21  t  40 Scenario name
CIFAR-100
• 5 stationary superclasses
• 5 superclasses drift when 0  t  20
• 10 new superclasses appear CIFAR100 DN
• 15 stationary superclasses • 10 out of 15 superclasses start drift CIFAR100 ND
• 5 new superclasses appear since t = 6 • 5 new super-classes continuously appear
• 5 stationary superclasses
• 5 superclasses drift at t = 0 • Experiment ends at t = 20 CIFAR100 D&N
• 10 new superclasses appear since t = 6
(a) CIFAR100 DN (b) CIFAR100 ND (c) CIFAR100 D&N
Fig. 12: Top 100 precision on 3 scenarios for combined scenarios.
(a) CIFAR100 DN (b) CIFAR100 ND (c) CIFAR100 D&N
Fig. 13: Top 1% precision on 3 scenarios for combined scenarios.
OH are not suitable for the situation that new chunk of data
appearing in batch manner. In CACD scenario, the proposed
CIHR method achieves best retrieval performance.
D. Combined Non-stationary Scenarios
Three non-stationary scenarios are simulated in our exper-
iments for combined concept drift scenarios, i.e. new class
appearing and data distribution drifting happening in order or
simultaneously. For three scenarios, at each time unit, a data
chunk with 1, 000 images is generated, which contains 100
labeled images. The settings of these three scenarios are shown
in Table IV. A test set with 1, 000 images is also generated
at each time unit following the same manner in Table IV. In
the CIFAR100 DN scenario, 5 superclasses are used without
data distribution drifting. Images of the one subclass in each
of these superclasses are utilized to form the data chunks. 5
other randomly selected superclasses drift when 0  t  20.
After t = 20, images of 10 new superclasses start appears.
These images are all selected from one subclass of each
superclass. In the CIFAR100 ND scenario, 15 superclasses are
used without data distribution drifting. Images of one subclass
in each superclass are randomly selected when 0 <= t <= 20.
5 new superclasses appear since time t = 6. Images in one
subclass of each new superclass are used to build the new
appearing data chunk. After time t = 20, images from 5
previously new appearing superclasses appear consecutively.
Meanwhile, 10 out of 15 original superclasses starts to drift.
In the CIFAR100 D&N scenario, two concept drift scenarios
happen simultaneously. Five superclasses are stationary. Five
other superclasses drift since time t = 0. Moreover, images
from 10 new superclasses appear since t = 6.
The experimental results on 3 scenarios are shown in
Figure 12 and 13. In the scenario CIFAR100 DN, there is
a significant performance drop at time t = 21. The reason is
that images from new classes appear at this time unit. The
similar performance drop also happens at time t = 6 in the
scenario CIFAR100 ND and CIFAR100 D&N, respectively.
There is no significant drop due to the data distribution drifting
in Figure 12(b) and 12(c). The reason may be that the degree of
distribution drifting is slight. In all 3 scenarios, CIHR achieves
the best retrieval accuracy over time.
E. Non-stationary Scenarios without Concept Drift
The proposed method CIHR and comparative methods are
also evaluated on three non-stationary scenarios without con-
cept drift happening. Three databases, i.e. MNIST, CIFAR10,
and CIFAR100 are utilized to simulate these three scenarios,
i.e. MNIST R, CIFAR10 R, and CIFAR100 R, respectively.
For all three scenarios, a data chunk and a test set are generated
at each time unit from time t = 0 to 20. Each data chunk






























































(a) MNIST R (b) CIFAR10 R (c) CIFAR100 R
Fig. 14: Top 1% precision on 3 scenarios without concept drift.
(a) CIFAR100 20 (b) CIFAR10 1 (c) CIFAR100 D&N
Fig. 15: Top 1% Precision of CIHR and modified hashing methods.
contains 1000 images which are randomly selected from the
original database. Test set at each time unit is generated in the
same manner. Moreover, 100 images in each data chunk are
randomly selected as labeled for training. Experimental results
on 3 scenarios without concept drift are shown in Figure 14.
According to Figure 14, the performances of all hashing
methods are relatively stable comparing to their performances
on concept drift scenarios. Without new class appearing or
data distribution drifting, each hashing method could learn
comprehensive information for each class since time t = 0.
Therefore, there is no retrieval performance drop happening
afterwards. In all 3 scenarios, stationary hashing methods,
i.e. LSH, SH, and BSPLH, train hash table at the beginning
without updating and get worst retrieval performance. Among
all non-stationary hashing methods, CIHR achieves the best
retrieval performance in non-stationary data environment even
without concept drift.
F. Comparison with Modified Hashing methods
To further evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
method, CIHR is also compared with two modified versions
of an existing stationary hashing method, i.e. BSPLH, which
is also used to train individual hash table in CIHR. Based
on BSPLH, BSPLH N retrains its hash table based on the
newest data chunk only when new chunk of data appears,
while BSPLH A retrains its hash table using all existing
data stored in database at each time unit. For both methods,
only the labeled images in the newest data chunk, which
contain current data distribution information of each class,
are utilized as supervised information for training. Moreover,
ablation experiment comparison is also shown in this section,
to validate the influences of different parts in CIHR (i.e.
training complementary hash tables and query-adaptive re-
ranking) to the final retrieval performance. Comparing to
CIHR which trains complementary hash tables with using
query-adaptive re-ranking, ICH trains new hash table inde-
pendently without using query-adaptive re-ranking. Thus ICH
is used as baseline method. A simplified version of CIHR,
i.e. CIH, is also compared, which only trains complementary
hash tables without using query-adaptive re-ranking. All these
hashing methods are tested on 3 representative scenarios, i.e.
CIFAR100 20, CIFAR10 1, and CIFAR100 D&N.
The Top 1% precision of all hashing methods are shown in
Figure 15. BSPLH N and BSPLH A update hash tables over
time in different ways. BSPLH N ignores the data information
in the previous data chunks. BSPLH A updates hash table
based on all existing data, in which the newest data only
accounts for a small portion. Therefore, both methods cannot
adapt to the non-stationary data environment well. ICH trains
new hash table and updates multi-hashing system at each
time unit. Thus ICH achieves better retrieval performance than
methods of simply retraining hash table using new data, i.e.
BSPLH N and BSPLH A. However, ICH trains new hash
table independently without considering the performance of
previous hash tables. CIH achieves better performance than
the original ICH method, which validate the effectiveness of
training complementary hash tables. With query-adaptive re-
ranking used, the proposed CIHR method gets a significant
improvement of retrieval performance than CIH and achieves
the best performance in all 3 scenarios. This proves the
effectiveness of the query-adaptive weights in CIHR.
G. Parameter Selection
In the proposed CIHR method, there are five parameters
concerned, i.e. number of hash tables (K), length of hash code
(B), threshold parameter for similar images (↵s), threshold
parameter for dissimilar images (↵d), and number of stored
badly hashed images (n). The CIHR method with different
values of parameters are evaluated on 2 non-stationary sce-
narios CIFAR100 20 and CIFAR10 1. Figure 16 shows the
































































Fig. 16: Average Top 1% precision of the CIHR with different
values of K and B.
average Top 1% precision of CIHR from time t = 0 to 20
with different values of K and B. Considering both retrieval
performance and space costs, we set K = 5 and B = 64 in all
our experiments. In Figure 17, the average Top 1% precision of
CIHR during time t = 0 to 20 is shown with different values
of ↵s and ↵d. These two parameters control two threshold
Hamming distances for determining badly hashed images.
According to Figure 17, CIHR with large threshold Hamming
distance for dissimilar images and small threshold Hamming
distance for similar images achieves nearly optimal retrieval
performance. Thus, we set ↵s = 0.1, ↵d = 0.9 in all our
experiments. Moreover, we also notice that CIHR gets nearly
the worst performance when these two parameters are both
small. The reason may be that more image pairs are wrongly
evaluated as dissimilar, which causes more errors for images
in database and make it more difficult to select real badly
hashed images. The Top 1% precision of CIHR with different
values of n is shown in Figure 18. We set n = 100 in all
our experiments, since the performance increasement is not
significant when n gets bigger.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel image hashing method, CIHR, is
proposed for large scale image retrieval in non-stationary
environments with concept drifts. It builds a multi-hashing
system, which consists of multiple hash tables that are cre-
ated incrementally as images become available in successive
chunks. A new chunk of images, combined with images
in previous chunks that are badly hashed by previous hash
tables, are used as the training data set to learn a new hash
table. Furthermore, a query-adaptive re-ranking method is
also proposed to evaluate each hash function according to
the location of the query with respect to the corresponding
hash hyperplane. The proposed hashing method CIHR is
evaluated on simulated non-stationary scenarios, and achieves
(a) CIFAR100 20
(b) CIFAR10 1
Fig. 17: Average Top 1% precision of the CIHR with different
values of ↵s and ↵d.
(a) CIFAR100 20
(b) CIFAR10 1
Fig. 18: Top 1% precision of the CIHR with different values
of n.
superior retrieval performance over the other state-of-the-art
non-stationary hashing methods.
In CIHR, a new hash table is trained whenever a new chunk
of data appears. However, concept drift may not happen with
every chunk of data. Therefore, a future work is to add the
detection function of concept drift into CIHR, so that a new
hash table is trained only when a concept drift is detected.
Recent years have also witnessed the rapid development of
active learning. Considering the newly appearing data are
mostly unlabeled and maybe redundant in non-stationary data
environment, applying active learning strategy in CIHR for
training new hash table will be an interesting future topic.
Moreover, transfer learning transfers knowledge of datasets
with different distributions. Applying transfer learning tech-






























































nique to train new hash table at each time unit is another
valuable idea. In this way, the information learnt based on
old data would also be helpful for the training of new hash
tables. Further researches on the fusion of these techniques
to CIHR are needed. Last but not the least, existing non-
stationary hashing methods are mostly based on hand-crafted
features, and current deep hashing methods are still focused
on the retrieval task in static data environments. An interesting
open research question is how to update hash tables using deep
neural networks to adapt to non-stationary data environments
with concept drifts.
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